
Katherine Bradford, Hulda Guzmán, Rebecca NessKatherine Bradford, Hulda Guzmán, Rebecca Ness

The second show at this new gallery, helmed by a third-
generation art dealer, impresses with a trio of exciting painters.
Guzmán, who is from the Dominican Republic, paints intricate
vistas that nod to Mexican folk art. In “wednesday morning,” an
expanse of tropical foliage canopies a crisply detailed scene of tiny
figures, some human and others mythic. Bradford renders
everyday subjects (bathers sitting poolside, writers at their
laptops) in semi-abstract, fuzzy-edged forms that are wonderfully
nuanced. Ness is the pragmatist of the group, capturing the spirit
of our time as she documents her home studio in still-lifes.
“Frustration” depicts a messy worktable and the artist’s hands,
readying a paintbrush, below a folded copy of the Times with an
impeachment headline.

Through Jan. 29.

Berggruen
1018 Madison Ave.
Uptown

646-838-6070

Website
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— Johanna Fateman

“Carrie Moyer and Sheila Pepe: Tabernacles for Trying Times”“Carrie Moyer and Sheila Pepe: Tabernacles for Trying Times”

Photograph courtesy the Museum of Arts and Design

The Museum of Arts and Design’s spirited exhibition “Carrie
Moyer and Sheila Pepe: Tabernacles for Trying Times,” on
view through Feb. 13, celebrates the formal vision and feminist
politics of two abstract artists who share an interest in glitchy
beauty, vibrant color, and craft-store materials—as well as a life.
Moyer, a painter, and Pepe, a sculptor, have been a couple for a
quarter century. Married since 2015, they met at Skowhegan, an
art residency in Maine. (The show originated at the Portland
Museum of Art.) Moyer’s glitter-and-acrylic canvases—mandala-
like translucencies that have earned justifiable comparisons to
Helen Frankenthaler and Georgia O’Keeffe—look as rapturous as
ever, at once aqueous and pyrotechnic. In Pepe’s rhizomatic
networks of yarn, rope, hardware, and cord, the domestic art of
crochet becomes a sculptural superpower. If the show’s highlights
are its individual works, think of the couple’s collaborations as
generous hosts throwing a party; the proverbial lampshade is
worn by a gamely goofy homage to the nonagenarian trailblazer
Lee Bontecou, whose aim for her art was “no barriers—no
boundaries—all freedom in every sense.” The unfettered
centerpiece here is “Parlor for the People,” from 2019, a hybrid of
lounge and sanctuary, outfitted with textiles and furniture,
beneath an extravagant, genre-defying canopy of clouds.

May. 4-Feb. 13

Museum of Arts and Design
2 Columbus Circle
Midtown

212-299-7777

Website

“Cézanne Drawing”“Cézanne Drawing”

This show, at the Museum of Modern Art, of some two hundred
and eighty works on paper by the inarguably great artist Paul
Cézanne, has a cumulative impact that is practically theological—
akin to a creation story, a Genesis, of modernism. It’s a return to
roots for MOMA, which initiated its narrative of modern
painting in 1929 with an exhibition that included van Gogh,
Seurat, Gauguin, and Cézanne, whose broken forms made the
others look comparatively conservative as composers of pictures.
He stood out then, as he does now, for an asperity of expression
that is analytical in form and indifferent to style. Cézanne
revolutionized visual art, changing a practice of rendering illusions
to one of aggregating marks that cohere in the mind rather than
in the eye of a viewer. You don’t look at a Cézanne, some ravishing
late works (scenes of bathers in Arcadian settings, still-lifes of
fruit and domestic objects) excepted. You study it, registering how
it’s done—in the drawings, with tangles of line and, often, patches
of watercolor. Cézanne drew nearly every day, rehearsing the
timeless purpose—and the impossibility—of pictorial art: to
reduce three dimensions to two.

Jun. 13-Sept. 25

Museum of Modern Art
11 W. 53rd St.

212-708-9400

Website

“Deana Lawson: Centropy”“Deana Lawson: Centropy”

Lawson’s large, dazzling portraits of Black subjects in symbolically
dense domestic spaces—which look documentary but are often
staged—first gained critical acclaim when they appeared in the
2017 Whitney Biennial. The American artist then proved the
reach and appeal of her vision with transfixing images of Rihanna,
made the following year. Now she is the first photographer to win
the Hugo Boss Prize since its inception, in 1996. This related
exhibition, at the Guggenheim, finds Lawson pushing the bounds
of her chosen medium with inset holograms and mirrored frames.
These devices underscore the interplanar air of her images, which,
with their framed family snapshots, vibrant celestial décor, and
devotional objects, often gesture to other realms. In “Monetta
Passing,” a deceased woman, lying peacefully on a bed of purple
satin, is attended by a mourning man gazing directly into the
camera; an enormous flower arrangement and a selection of
mementos convey the intermingling of the everyday and the
afterlife. Lawson’s sumptuous metaphysics both transcend and
acknowledge present-day politics. In the nude portrait “Daenare,”
a radiant woman poses on a staircase below a floral painting that
draws the viewer’s gaze upward, even as her ankle monitor serves
as a reminder of surveillance and incarceration.

May. 7-Oct. 11

Guggenheim Museum
1071 Fifth Ave.
Uptown

212-423-3500

Website

Huguette CalandHuguette Caland

At the age of thirty-nine, this Lebanese painter left her husband
and teen-age children in Beirut and moved to Paris, where her
buoyant work soon attracted attention. The liberated, liquid
eroticism of Caland’s series “Bribes de Corps” (“Body Parts”),
begun in the early seventies, was in tune with the era’s feminist
experiments, though she remained unaffiliated with any
movement. Gorgeous examples of these sexed-up hybrid color-
field paintings—which feature ambiguous, close-cropped
biomorphic forms—are voluptuous foils to the tenderly
meticulous drawings in “Tête-à-Tête,” the Drawing Center’s
uplifting survey of the artist’s five-decade career. (Caland died in
2019, at the age of eighty-eight.) Works on paper, thoughtfully
arranged by the curator Claire Gilman in salon-style
constellations, reveal a range of modes. Figures are alternately
puzzled together in free-form traceries, smoothly modelled in
membranous volumes, or assembled in patterns inspired by
mosaics and textiles. Caland also made caftans, displayed on
mannequins here; the artist initially designed the garments for
herself, but she went on to produce a covetable line for Pierre
Cardin in the late seventies. Embroidered with line-drawn
versions of the body parts they’re meant to conceal (among other
mischievous elements), these stunning dresses are emblematic of
the artist’s earthy, fantastical, and passionate approach to the body.

Jun. 11-Sept. 19

The Drawing Center
35 Wooster St.
Downtown

212-219-2166

Julien NguyenJulien Nguyen

The imagery of this buzzy Los Angeles painter feels informed by
the strange, shifting hierarchies of life online, where a Sienese
altarpiece and a pulp sci-fi paperback cover have equivalent value.
But his elegant work is complicated by the fact that Nguyen often
paints from life, practicing an observant, detached strain of
realism. The dozen or so recent canvases in his solo début at the
Matthew Marks gallery are united by their silvery palette and
pared-down style. “Jake” is a naturalistic portrait, in profile, of a
gaunt young man posing in a straight-backed chair, his features
concealed by a lock of hair; the subject of “Richard” is similarly
lithe, but he’s also part monster, with pointed features and blank
yellow eyes. The art-historical references here are clever, if
unrelenting; “The Temptation of Christ,” in which a Giacometti-
esque Jesus faces off against a demonic dragon, may spark
thoughts of Duccio’s take on the theme, at the Frick. To
accompany his captivating show, Nguyen has compiled a
soundtrack and digital clips on the gallery’s Web site, including a
shirtless TikToker (who might have stepped out of a Nguyen
portrait) brushing his teeth and a violinist serenading a beluga
whale.

Jun. 4-Aug. 13

Marks
523 W. 24th St.
Chelsea

212-243-0200

Website

Magdalene A. N. Odundo D.B.E.Magdalene A. N. Odundo D.B.E.

This British ceramicist, who hasn’t exhibited in New York City in
thirty years, shows ten earthy yet otherworldly vessels at Salon 94.
Odundo, who was born in Nairobi in 1950 and raised in India,
makes her supple biomorphic pieces from English clay, using a
slow and meticulous process that she learned, in the early
seventies, from Nigerian women potters. Each vase and urn is
constructed from coils; the object is then smoothed and burnished
when it’s semi-dry, giving its surface an uncommon glow. Odundo
achieves her gracefully patchy cloud-formation effects, in a palette
of oranges or licorice blacks, through multiple firings. Some of the
works here (all of which are untitled) have wide, trumpet-shaped
mouths and tiny handles; more markedly asymmetrical pieces
have narrow orifices; many of the vessels feature small, nipplelike
protrusions. There is a time-travelling—not to mention globe-
spanning—quality to this series, which draws on an array of
ancient techniques and silhouettes, but Odundo’s singular gift and
formal vocabulary mark her beautiful objects as distinctly
contemporary.

May. 8-Jul. 3

Salon 94
3 E. 89th St.
Uptown

212-979-0001

Website

Ming SmithMing Smith

Art work © Ming Smith / Courtesy the artist and Nicola Vassell Gallery

A striking installation of vintage, mostly black-and-white
photographs by Ming Smith inaugurates the Nicola Vassell
gallery, in Chelsea, revealing the artist’s seductive ability to
incorporate painterly moments of near-abstraction into images as
varied as celebrity portraits, street scenes, and landscapes. After
graduating from Howard University, in 1973, Smith became the
first female member of the Kamoinge Workshop, a New York
collective of Black photographers, formed in 1963, that was
recently the subject of a revelatory exhibition at the Whitney. Her
work, though distinctive, reflects the group’s concern with Black
representation—of both people and movements—and with
formal invention in an era of cultural upheaval. A sublime image
of Grace Jones at Studio 54, from the seventies, hinges not on the
contrast of light and dark but, rather, on the textural differences
among an array of blacks: the inky void at the composition’s
center versus the glittering, glistening, and velvety shapes around
it. In the starkly beautiful “Prelude to Middle Passage (Île de
Gorée, Senegal),” from 1972 (seen above), figures in deep shadow
frame a bright view of the ocean. “Evidence,” as the show is titled,
is a very auspicious launch for this new gallery.

May. 20-Jul. 2

Vassell
138 Tenth Ave.
Chelsea

212-463-5160

Website

Nona FaustineNona Faustine

Candid moments mingle with theatrical gestures in
“Mitochondria,” this Brooklyn photographer’s exhibition at
Higher Pictures Generation, in Dumbo. The show’s title refers to
the DNA that traces the maternal line, and Faustine’s subjects are
her family—three generations of Black women, herself included
—seen in their shared home. These portraits are displayed
alongside staged scenes featuring Faustine alone. “African
American Princess,” from 2012, shows the artist seated on a
throne, nude except for an African mask and a pair of white
pumps. (The shoes also feature in a subsequent series, in which
Faustine pictures herself defiantly haunting sites related to New
York’s hidden history of slavery.) References to royalty—to status
reclaimed—recur in these photographs. In “The Two Queens,”
from 2011, the photographer’s daughter and her late mother pose
together, resplendent in red silk. “Blue Queen,” from 2015,
captures Faustine’s child reclining on a burgundy sofa in what
looks to be a Disney Cinderella dress, an image of the tenderest
irony.

May. 15-Jul. 3

Higher Pictures Generation
16 Main St.
Brooklyn

212-249-6100

Website

“Safe/Haven: Gay Life in 1950s Cherry Grove”“Safe/Haven: Gay Life in 1950s Cherry Grove”

The nineteen-fifties may have been a buttoned-up era in general,
but in the summertime the queer enclave of Fire Island’s Cherry
Grove was a liberated zone, with a camp gentility and a beachy
dishabille (not unlike it is today, albeit a lot more white and a lot
more male). In the courtyard of the New-York Historical Society,
this delightful outdoor exhibition includes some seventy images
from the Cherry Grove Archives Collection, dating as far back as
1909. (Admission to the exhibition is free, but visitors must
reserve a timed-entry ticket.) Pictures of people in drag are a
highlight, including an image of young men wearing matching
rag-doll wigs and diapers, and the portrait “Ed Burke in Ethel
Merman’s Mermaid Costume, One Hundred Club Party,” whose
impressively costumed subject is seen lounging in an Adirondack
deck chair. A decidedly bohemian destination, Cherry Grove
attracted such well-known figures as Truman Capote and Patricia
Highsmith, and it is still home to the nation’s oldest continually
operating L.G.B.T. summer theatre. This transporting show
conveys the community’s uninhibited, sophisticated culture and
shares the sunny moments of public affection and social refuge
that Cherry Grove offered same-sex couples—both a ferry ride
and a world away from the McCarthyism and homophobia of the
era.

May. 14-Oct. 11

New-York Historical Society
170 Central Park W.
Uptown

212-873-3400

Website

“Sapphire Show”“Sapphire Show”

Art work courtesy the artist and Ortuzar Projects

On July 4, 1970, six artists made history when they organized the
first exhibition in Los Angeles (and most likely in the country)
devoted solely to Black women’s work—their own. “Sapphire
Show” was installed for five days at Gallery 32, an experimental
loft space run by the painter Suzanne Jackson, then twenty-six
years old. The event’s holiday timing was coincidental; the show
was conceived as a retort. Jackson and her fellow-participants—
Gloria Bohanon, Yvonne Cole Meo, Betye Saar, Eileen Nelson
(then Eileen Abdulrashid), and Senga Nengudi (then Sue Irons)
—were staging a corrective to a corporate-backed show, also in
L.A., that overwhelmingly favored the art of Black men, with one
token woman. The only surviving documentation of "Sapphire
Show” is a postmarked copy of its announcement, in the archives
of the Smithsonian. But, in the past decade, its legacy has been
gaining momentum. Through July 30, you can see a revelatory,
beautifully installed homage to the show at Ortuzar Projects, in
Tribeca. The discerning curator Kari Rittenbach avoids a frozen-
in-amber approach by presenting twenty-nine sculptures,
photographs, prints, and paintings (including Jackson’s 1972
canvas “The American Sampler,” above) that span decades of the
artists’ careers.

Jun. 8-Jul. 31

Ortuzar Projects
9 White St.
TriBeCa

212‑257‑0033

Website
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